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This article concerns recinnmendations ',talk in a 'report to Congress anti the Department
\of Educa)ion on'evaluation of federally supported education programs. The-work rovers
local. state, and federal efforts to address 4uestions about Why and heat, ell evaluations
are done, and dhow how resuhs'are used. The recommendations are directed toward

et 'iMproving the quality of evaluations and' oliancing their usefulness..
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r 'n n June 1980, a grail:, it Northwestern University prodUced a
report for Congress on the evaluation of federally supported

education progfams at the national, state, and local levels. This article
addresses, only one aspect of the report =- recommendations and the
'rationale for them.! r

The report,was undertaken in respoe to the Ediication Amend-
ments of 1978 (Public Law 95-561). he relevant section of the law was95- 561). he

as,a bill by Congresswo an Elizabeth Holtzman of New
York; and it requires that the Secretary of Ede cation- conduct a
comprehensive study, of evaluation practices and procedures. The
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questiohs- covered in the research are those impliekby the law and the
conferInce reports preceding it: Why and how are evaluations - carried

° out? IV hat are the capapilities of those who carry dut evaluations? How
are the ccsults of evaluation Used? What recommendations can be made
to improve procedure or practice? '

These questions were discussed with congressional staf f and federal
agency .iiersonnel to clarify them. The more detailed questions are
elaborated,in the tiody of the 'report. The Holtzman Project was
prpspective in its orientation, &Signed to provide eyidence, and
argument bearing on these questilins and to provide recbmmendations
lthat will ameliorate thgproblem-ecve identified. The project staff relied
on two broad sources of information: contemporary investigation by
other, researchers and agencies, and direct field work. The latter
ineludid site. visits,to eight state education agencies (SEAs1 and fourteen
local educatia agencies (LEAs), and telephone survei of approxi-.
mately 200 LEA, The site visits and the larger. survey were based on a

'stratified random. sample. Road-table discussions at Northwestern
were undertakenqo capitalizton experts in special topics, such as school

. bOard use of evaluation repbrts. Interviews with somestaJf members of .
all major federal agencies with an interest in educatiohal evaluation
AU.S. General Accounting,OfficeGAO, Congiessiohal Budget Office
--CBO, Congressional Research ServiceCRS, and the execu-
tive operating units) were carried out. The literature review covered

.both unpublished and isublisked documents, .including reports main-
tained by ERIC and the ,.EXlt system. An earlier article, published in
Review of toducational,Research, served as a guide to reports issued
before 1979.2 '

Recommendations to Congress are discussed first, and recommenda:
tions to the Depihtinent oi4ducation (hereafter called "the Depart-.
ment") next. The ratiiale, qualifications, and limits to the recommen-
dations follow.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS

PLANNING AND EXECUTING EVALUATIONS.

Wf., recommend that Congress direct the relevant staff ofcongres-
sional committees, the GAO, and the CBO to meet regularly with
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evaluation staff of the Department to (a) reach agreement about when
particular evaluations are warranted, and the senses in which each
evaluaticin required by law is possible; (b) clarify congressional
information needs, quality of evidence reqdired, and planning cycle for
each major evaluation required by law; (c) identify specific.committees
and groups as audiences for evaluation *results; (d) identify the changes
in program or understanding that could result from alternative findings.

STATUTORY PROVISIONS FOR EVALUATION) ,
We recommend that:Congress, in constructing statAtory 'provisions

for evaluation, (a) specify exactly which questions oughtlio be addressed
and the audiences to whbm results should be addreAed, whelispecitIca-
tion is feasi,b1c,(b) proVide for formal assessment of the evaluability of
the relevant program when specification is not possible; (c) provide for
statistically valid field testing. of proposed evaluation, requirements,
when specification is not possible and in-house assessment'is insuffi-

cient.

EVALUATOR CAPABILITIES

We recommend that (a) capabilities be assescied before new statutory
evaluation requirements are directed to LEAs and SEAs to determine
where resources are adequate ,to. meet the demand; (b) training or
technical assistance be expanded when the demarfds ace notable and
capabilities are low; (c) the feasibility and desirability of direct contract
programs be eiglored to capitahze on LEA and SE .A capabilities.

USE OF AND AUTHORITY FOR
BETTER EVALUATION DESIGNS

1.

We recommend that Congress (a) routinely consider pilot testing
1 .every major new program, major variations on existing programs, and

major program components before they are adopted at the national
level; using high quality evaluation designs; (b) authorize the Secretary
of Education eKplicitly in each evaluation statute to use-high quality
designs <especially randomized field expefiments) for planning and

evaluating new, program components, pro-gram variations, and new

cr

`2.
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programs, when estimates Or program effect are desirable. We recogriize
that such estimates re not always appropriate or feasible. .
CRITIQUE AND REANALYSIS OF EVALUATION RESULTS

4.

-... 1., .,

We recommend that Congress, in statutory requirements for evalua-
tion of major *grams, (a) also require independept, balanced, and
competent critique of evaluation, results that are material to policy
ozlecisions; (b) require critkue of samples of ;valuations submitted by
LEAs aikz1. SEAs in response to legal requirements; .(c) require that
statistical data prodUced by national evaluations be made aSailable
routinely for reanalysis: ; .

USE OF EVALUATION RESULTS

.
We recommend that Congress (a) direct staff of, relevant committees,

the Department, and the.GA0 to routinely outlinewhichitistitations
can reasonably lie\expecttd to use results of each major evaluaion arid
how such results alight be used, during the design stage of everrmajot
program evaluation; (b) specify exactly which evaluations cave teen
used, and why they were used, and which have not been used and why..s
they were not used, in authorizations and appropriations Iommittee
repci'rts; (c) require specific information about changes resulting from
evaluation, whenever the law requires SEAs to describe uses of
-evaluation; (d) explore the feasibility of direct competitive grants and
contracts 'programs focused on improving the use of results at the LEA
and SEA levels.

STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES

Recently developed standards and guidelines for evaluation are not .

ippropriatefor incorporation into law. They are sufficiently well
developed to recommend that Congress (a) use such guidelines' to
understand that 'can reasonably be expected .2f evaluations; (b) direct
that state and federal agencies use them as a guide where appropriate to
aveloping criteria for judging evaluation plans submitted by LEAgand
SEAs; (c) elicit assistance in the interpretation of guidelines from
congressional support agenciessuch Is GAOthat oversee the execu-
tioh-of policy, law, and regulations.
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!AUTHORITY FORTiTHNICAL DIscbssI9N
W

a \
, We recommend t at the Departfittnt authorizer technical staff of I.
evaluation uhits-Viniiiafe ctiscussion of evalualiop plans with pertinent
congressiorial stiff, at their discretion, and refrain from directives ttiat 4.

. impede direct discussion:. 1 '_
i
-t,..

,...-
.4 . .

PLANNING AND EkiGUTING EVALUATIONS
4 ,, ' r. '

14

We recommend that the Department direct principal evaluation uni
1 staff-tokiieet r,eiudrly. With relevanwtaff ofeommittees ti(aynegotiaLe
_greemgrif:about, when petficular evalaations are warlInfited and the

1-senses_in,..Whicheach- evaluation relluired.by law is p.qssible; (b) clarify
---cofttitssidnal Thfoririation needs, quality,on,idence' required; and

...planning cycle for each major. eValiiation undertaken by the Depart-
, 1'064*(0 identify specific audiencei.5ir grups for evaluation results; (di
identify the Changes isi programr underslanding that could occur on

. ,
l a1° the basis of evalu- 'atioNresults. - - s-

,- :- ' "t(1: ..: ---
.

Ni

OF,NEV:' PROGRAM COMPONENTS, 0

PROGRAMNARIATIMS, AND NEYi PROGRAMS-
, -

VA' recommend that the Department aiiihOrize explicitly the use oftt
high quality evaluation design (espedialp randomize t experiments
when the interests !Win estieitting *grim effecteiti order to evaluate
new pfggraM.COmportehti; prOgrankafiations; a4 new progrt;ins.:The
authotiption ,shOuld Efe niticorporated into all regttlations that.reqUire
estimating he effects of-innovative changes. -

.
.

-; -1
CRITIQUE AND SECONDARY AN_ALYS'IS
OF EVALUATION RESULTS

aoa

We recommend tiiat the Department (a).provide for the independent,
balanced, and competent critique of ei,erihrhajovevaluation furidect by

,the Department in procuretnent of evaluations apd evaluation policy;
(.139 incorporate into procurement procedures and pdlicj, the require-
tbent that all statistical data produced in major program evaluations be

It A (
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documented and stored for secondary analysis; (c) create an administra-
tive mechanism for deciding when simultaneous ana4ysis by,both the
original evaluator and an independent analyst is desirable and feasible,
and create a mechanism for executing simultaneous independent
analyses.

ACCPS.TO AN[) SPECIFICATION, OF REPORTS

We recommend that the Department adopt a policy to (a) adhere to
a clearance rule which. makes evaluation rep:ins available after a
specified ,,period of time; (b) specify completely the evaluation docu-
ments refe)T.:ed to in the Department's°Annual Evaluation Report, the
Federal Register, and policy statements; (c) include in every Major evalu-

w ation report a list of core recipients of the report, or compile publicly
available lists of core recipients.

THE USE OrEVALUATION RESULTS

f

We recommend that the Department directevaluation unit staff or
evaluation contractors to (a) on a regular basis, provide oral reports. as

. . ,
well as written reports, on results of major evaluations and orttheuses to

results can be put, to relevant congressional staff and support
agency staff andko the program staff within the Depaitmentv(b) createa:
system to ,periodically collect', synthesize. and report specific uses to
which evaluations:are put; (c) improve the Annual Eydluation Report

a .

by citinginstances of u§e more specifically; (d) `direct evaluation staff to
, meet regularly with congressional staff to clarify infokraition needs,

feasibility of evaluation, audiences for results, and ways in which results
can be used to modify programs.

.$

IMPLEMENTATION,

We recommend that the Department (a) routinely require4formal
measurement' of the degree to which program plans match actual
operations; (b) adjoin research on methods ormeasuring implementa-
tion to the introduction of new programs and program variations; (c)
create an inexpensive central inforniation system on the time and

,,resources required for full implementsition of new programs.
:
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RATIONALE ti

These, ecommendations are based partly -on the oproject's findings
and on our judgments about what (feeds to be done to itntirove
evaluation practice.' The latter--like all such judgmentsis based on
barely verifiable experience. We sought acie and criticiF.en from some
cohgre'siional and agency staff, members of the National Aeadeity of
Sciences Committee on Program Evaluatiotr; and LEA and SEA staffs.
We have capitalized on the prolesSioon,a1 forums idehtified earlier. Time,
however, did not permit systematic critique. We are, making as much
information as possible available for competing analysis.

PLANNING AND EXECUTING EVALUATIONS

The Iegislatve decision to evaluate is complicated by the large
number of potential participants; namely, the Cohgress, the Depart-
ment of Et:Ideation's Office of Evaluation, the CBO, and the GAO. The
time available to make the decision' and to frame specific evaluation
qdestions- is variable and-often appears to be insufficient. The advice of
ex parts is only sometimmtvailable.Thepiocess often leaves ambiguous

. the type of evaluatibn that is wanted, the audiences for the evaluation,
'the prO,bable uses of, the evaluation results, and theeasons an
evaluation is wanted. The ambiguity leads to unnecessaryquabbles and
misdirected or Belated efforts.

. .

Elements for a More Orderly Process

The actions that appiar to be necessary to improve matters include
(a) negular meetings among evaThation staff of the Department and the
pertinent co,ngressional committees; (b) a planning system that matches
evaluations to authorization cycles, (c) information systems that make/
access to previous work simpler and faster, and (d) identification
groups that can contribute to technical quality of the effort.

RenuthorizatIon.Cyclet
-

There has been a recent effort to match the prpduction of evaluations
to the reauthorization cycle, and we understandfrom memos and recent

ts
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activity of the office of Assistant Secretary for Management that the
effort will be sustained. It is imperative to do so if either management oi
Congress expects evaluations to be used in reauthorizafion decisions.

Meetings
6

There is no system of regular meetings among evaluation staffof the
agency and the pertinent congressional committees in order to examine

.ithe senses in which a program can be evaluated.. We believe that such
meetings , are essential to assuring:that formal legislative demands for

i' evaluation are as well rdormed as possible, and that the. Department'S
evaluation unit, is equipped to handle -them. Ideally, such meetings '

sho,uld be held before the law requiring evaluation is enacied. If that is.4.
not' 'possible, formal evaluability assessments shOuld be undertaken as
soon as possible -after enactment. / _

Those meetings should focus on the information needs of Congress
and the,,Departmeillnotably on the questions that should be ad-
dressed in the evaluation. They should_also be asehicle for clarifying the
reasons for asking the questions and identifying the auditnces to whom
ansivers.ought to be addressed. ., -.

Apart from this meetings might address chronic problems. litecause
different types of evaluation demand differenvesource% some agree;

.,
' ment on vlient issues needs to be made explicit, at least occasionally. The .

factors that influence the feasibility of evaluationsnew versus old
programs, for ekampleought-to be presented emphatically. pecause,.
every major evaluation must be tailored, the flexibility .availab , what is..

known and what is not known about the program, and so on ughtrto be
made reasonably clear. / ° i'We do not mean to imply that lockstep series oftdiscussions among
all relevant staff is warranted or possible. The poirit is tharthe absence of
regular meetings on congressional needs virtually guarantees that some
needs will not be met. That in' turn invites buck - passing and evaluations
of lower utility.

Relevant -Groqps ..
. , *

The groups that should be involved in the process intitaltevaluatiOn
- staff from the Department of Educatisn's-Office of Planning and Evaluf:.

ation Services and from the pertiperiftongreisional coMmittees. It is
i (.. . . , .... .

. 0a
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tensible to capitalize routinely on support agencies,such as the GAO's;.
Institute for Program Evaluation and releiant divisions of the CB0 and
the CRS.

Interest Groups and their Role
. ,

,. . .
.- interest groups that draft billswhicitcreate or modify programs should

'be urged to also provideplans for evaluation.of the progratri i', the event
1 that their .suggestions, hre enacted as law. These plans should be

routinely reviewed by the Department's evaluktionlinit, at least; at best,
Ihe review - should include congressional staffNrogratri staff, and
independent critics. . i'''

,.
..

Impediments
.

There are impediments to any meetiiigs of the sort proposed. Some
agency staff members-, for instance, haVe maintained that they have not ,
been tes to initiate conversations that would clarify the intent of a
demariZi evaluate, due to executive policy that restricts discussion.,
The restrictions are said tolave a variety of legitimate origins, including
preventing agency staffftm lobbying directly end independently for
pet programs, and to assure that there is-at leUt some orderliness in
dealing with the Congress. For evaluation btunits with authority to
evaluate, however, e believe that such restrictions are inappropriate..
No evaluator can co scientiously address a queition posed by Congress
if the question can of be discussed directly. We believe that agency
policy must Teccigb 2e the relatiVe..independence and dis tion of
evaluation, units. .

...linpediments, on the congressional-staff side 'appear AO include
cofffirlit4e staffRrs particitate.in no digcusilon'unless,diretted
by'a committeehairmarr to do so7These-appeartirbein-theirtinority.
The, moregentol problem is,we were iold,,tiine and the difficulty of
coOrdinating meetings so as tO be reasonably convenient to both agency
staff and cOngressional-staff.

STATUTORY PROVISIONS FOR EVALUATION

-.though some statutes are specific about program reporting, refer-.
enceslo evaluation in many statutes are verigeneral. The siniple,require-
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ment to evaluate the progra . or to evaluate the effectiveness of the
program\in meeting the objectives'of the statute occurs frequently.

There is, hoivever, great variety in the way individuals at the local,
state, and federal levels of government interpret the word "evaluate" in

*law or/elsewheee. It concerns the array of questions that might be
addressed in an evaluation, in the approaches one might °Loose to/2nswer them, and in the level of detail with which they might be
inswered.

i
.

. ,

. ' More specific statement of thg.quesrions that need to be addressed
can help to reduce confusion and ambiguityin what is intended by law,
and it,can facilitate understanding of the scope and probable costs and
benefits of the information.

Specification

If Congress nee4 to know how many are served and how many are in
need, what are sely_ites and their costs, what are,t he effects of programs
on their primary or secondary clients, and what are the costs and
benefits of alternatives, then Congress shOuld request that information
explicitly. The same discipline oughtco be asked of interest .groups,
advisors, and others whq draft evaluation language for programs: t can
be requested that the qSations forgauging effectiveness be specified
along with other features oftTie program. That it Ss possible to be more
speeifii is.clear from the statute mandating. the National Institute of

'Itdueation (NIE) CompertsatortEducation Ludy. That such specific&
tion is not always sufficient is clear from the sa e study: Si 4 months
discussion were needed after enactment to cla fy.evaluation gpals..

ft will not be possible or desirable to be ex icit in every case. To
assure that general 'demands for evaluation are riot thisinterpietedd the
laW'should provide for a formal assessment of th4 senses in,whiehethe

, program can be evaluated within one year after the enattment.of they,
Need for, Dialogue,

( ")
Regardless of how well legal requirements can tpe specified, time is a

.peiSistent need for regular dialogue between agency staff. and contir0-
sional staff in refining questions and developintngreenients on 4baC
level of quality of evidence is warranted, and at what CAI The dialogue

I
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has occasiopally been encouraged in Congressional committee reports,
by some congressional staff and by some agency staff. But it is irregular

I and more heavily dependent on individual preferences than it should

, Audiences'

Because evaluatio% . *re s may be directed to any number of
audienceACongress,Department-danagernent, intery groups, ad
visory committees, and so onthere is a clear need for foctis. The more
audiences there 'are, the more difficult eValtiations become.

..,
PilorTests of Eviluation Demands

When there is substantial disagreement about which questions should
be,addressed and about how the information might be,uied, pilot
evaluations shouldbe undertaken. That is, one mounts formal small-
-scale experiments to determine which 'of several different evaluation=
schemes work best. They canNbe put into the field (a) to measure the
paperwork burden on respondents, (b) to deterrdne the costs qf
collecting the;informsatiout (c) to determine the quality and usefulness of
the informalion, and (d) to clarify language that can be used in statute
and regulation. .\ -

i&'USE AND AUTHORITY FOR BETTER EYAL TWIN DEOIGM

The authority to use better designs (especially randomized experi-
ments) in the interests of less equi/ocal evaluations of new prograto,
major new program variations; and, major new program components
must be made e5plicit in law and regulation. This recommendation
applies only when there is substantial interest in estimating the effects of
a program on its primary target soup.

By "randomized experiment," we mean, assigning children, schools,
or classrooms randomly to one of two or more program variations, for
instance, 'and then observing their performance under each regimen.
The random assignment guarantees that, in the long run, comparison of
the variations will be fair. This is one of the reasons the design has been
used in the Negative IncomtTax Experiments, in the Manhattan Bail
Bond experiments, in evaluation of television programs tsuch as Sesame
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Street, The Electric Company and Free Style, as well as in the evaluation
of the effectiveness of medical treatments.

The rationale for the first part of the recommendationpilot testing
new programsis that higher quality: evaluations are more feasible
befOre the program is adopted at the national level. Better evaluation
designs can be employed, conclusions are less likely to be ambiguous;
and political-institutional cdnstraints are less likely to be severe. The
introduction of new programs can be staged so that earlier stages
constitute pilot tests for the later ones. This may seem terribly mundane
to some readers. But recognize that in recent political discussion of the-

, proposed Youth Incentives Program an enterprise whose costs may
exceed $850 'million per yearthere had been no formal attention to
pilot testing-or staged introduction before 1979. Title 1 compensatory
education programs evolved in the same way ten years ago, and we still
know pathetically little about effective variations. The simple notion
that massive new prOgrams`.onght to be ,pilot tested is sal. warranted.

The second part of the recommendation, concerning higher quality
evaluation designs, is based On the presuniption that we won't learn hbw
to bring about detectable changes the performance of children or
schoolS without .more conscientiously.designed tests. The justification
forithe recomme-pdation lies partly in the Poor, quality of designs used in

the field. It discouragingly easy to find, for example, .legislative
'testimony in which a Title I progiam is declared to be,a success by an a
individual becauke "test scores went up.",,We do not advocate attempt?
ing to estimate program effects in all cases. The process of estimating
effeCts is complicated under the best of conditions. We advocate
attention to high quality designs, especially randomized experiments.

At thenocal level: there are some evaluatori with the interest and the
skill to employ the design for the sake of `fair 'tests. An obstacle, we
believe, is confusion about auttOrity for running such tests. So, for
instance, aevaluator offered the opinion that the design is desirable, of
course, butin the absence of a clear statutory\mandate, that evaluator
could not risk employing it. The failure of feder\alcprogiam managers to,
encourage randomized experiments at the loca\l level is partly because
the mandate to do so is not explicit.'At the'federal level, some authority
already exists. Ititltd, evaluations at that le/el (such as the ode
condbcted for the Emergency School Assistance Act) have employed
state -of-t he-art-ex.perimEntal .designs.- But we believe that the authority.
must be made more explicit.
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The usefulness of randomized tests, in principle, is not Usually at issue
in discussions about estimating effects of new programs. Argument
about the uses of the design concerns the idea that randomized
experiments are rarely feasible in field settings. Rarity does not establish
lack of feasibility, and in any case a notable number of field tests have
been mounted. (This is imperfect evidetice, in that it doesn't-guarantee
that an experiment can be mounted successfully in the situation at
hand.)

Pilot tests of experiments can yield more direct evidence on the
feasibility of randomized experiments or other high quality designs.
Consequently, we recommendmounting a small assessment prior to the
major field expftiments to identify problems in the field and to resolve
them. Randomized experiments fail to be successfully implemented in
education as, in medicine, economics, and other fields, because the
randomization is incomplete, because the progrqms are not imple-
mentedzas advertised, and for other reasons. Pilot tests of the
experizment itself can help to avoid unnecessary flaws in implementa-
./[ion.

Lacking dependable precedent and the o. pportunity for adequate
pilot tests of the evaluation design, two general criteria for judging
feasibility of randomized experiments are sensible. The first' criterion
hinges on the fundamental notion of equity. When there is an
oversupply of eligible recipients for a scarce resourceprogram
servicesthen randomized assignment of children tb the resource seems
fair.. So, for instance,NlinCouver's Crisis Intervention Program for
youthful status Offenders affords equal opportunity to eligible recipi-

\,.. ents. Since not all could be accommodated, and all are equally. eligible;
\ they are Tan'doinly assigned. Some experts argue that randomized

experiments are most likely to be carried out successfully when the
bOonreal or imagined i's in short supply, and the dempnd for the
boon is high. This rationale dovetails neatly with not'mal managerial
constraints. That is, new programs cannot be emplaced all at once and

° not all eligible candidates can be served at once. Experiments can
P then be deiigned to capitalize on staged introduction of programs or

services. .
A second, criterion concerns .settings in which it is politically

unacceptable to assign individuals randomly to control conditions,
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despite the fact that we know nothing about whether a program works
relative to no program at all. The ethical, moral, and economic
justifications for experimenting may be quite irrelevant. In such cases, it
is often pog'sible to ameliorate difficulties by comparing program
variations against one another, rather than comparing a novel program
to an existing one or to no program at all. A "no-program" control
condition may be an unacceptable political option, whether or not the

,program fails. The most we can reasonably expect then is to choose the
invented variation component that works best for the investment.

The idea of testing variations or components, rather than testing a
program against a ccntroi, is a compromise. But we believe that its
better than getting no information at all on the effects of the program in

-question. In particular, for ongoing programs that have strong public
support, it seems sensible to think in terms of randomized assignment to.
new program variations or to new program components to discover
more effective or cheaper- versions -of the program.

The most direct action that Congress. can take to ameliorate the
problem involves any statute that asks that the effects on children of a
new program variation, or new components be estimated. We recommend
that.such statutes include an -explicit.provision authorizing statistically
Valid randomized experiments. For existing programs, we believe that
some explicit authority is necessary to foster fair tests. That is, the
Secretary of-Education should be empowered to waive compliance with
technical aspects of statutes or regulations for experimental projects
that are likely to assist-in. promoting the statutory objectives. This would
facilitate; for instance, randomized tests of cheaper variations on Title I'
programs, student loan programs, and the like.*

INDEPENDENT CRITIQUE AND SECONDARY ANALYSIS

We recommend to Congress and Ste Department that major program
evaluations be subjected routinely to competent, independent critique
and secondary analysis. Mechanisms should be created to permit
routine critique of a sample of evaluations produced at the LEA and
SEA 'levels. By "critique" we do not mean adverse commentary. We do
meanbalaned examination of the quality of the report and judgments
about whether recommendations can be sustained by the evidence,
"Secondary analysis" here refers to ana!ysis of raw statistical_ data,
undertaken to improVe on the quality of earlier analyses.-

a
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The origins of this recommendation lie partly in the idea that we
should recognize good - quality evidence as such, and to properly identify
poor evidence. There is also some need to_prevent the ingenuous use of
poor evidence and to avoid relying unnecessarilyon one's confidence in
the single evaluation. Furthermore, major evaluatiOnsare expensive. It
seems sensible to allow the community of policy makers or their
advisors to make the data work repeatedly,,at low cost, it secondary
analysis. Because evaluations may affect a variety of interest groups,
those groups should be given an opportunity to offer competent
criticism. Finally, we believe that the absence of independent criticism
can reduce the importance of good evaluations.

Elements of a System for Critique and 1
____

Secondary .Analysis: National Level
..

The elements of an effective system for critique and secondary
analysis include (a) explicit institutional policy on rapid disclosure of
reports and access to statistical data underlying the reports; (b) a formal
mechanism for independent critique or secondary analysis, when
possible, during an-evaluation; (c) a formal administrative mechanism
for independent critique and secondary analysis when evaluation results
are submitted; and (d) formal guidelines on reporting and storage of
statistical information. c

Elements of policy on reanalysis have already received - some
attention. For instance, the GAO has, in its .guidelines on impact
evaluation, taken the position that access to evaluative data for

. reanalysis is generally an important consideration. The Department of
Education has.not had a formal policy on disclosure of statistical data.
However, the Department's- Office of Planning and Evaluation
has had an unwritten policy and has released data periodically for
independent review and secondary analysis. informal critiques of data
sets have beeri undertaken by the CBO as a part of its d\forts to screen
studies for quality. These activities are undertaken so as to recognize
individual privacy needs. Making policy formal, creating the adminis-
trative` mechanisms, and testing them are sensible next steps.

Rapid aipss to evaluation reports has been a problem. Clearance of
evaluation reports by the Secretary of Education, according to federal
staff members who were interviewed, was slow at 'best. (We understand 1

that the Department has recently adopted the 10-day clearance rule,
which should improve matters.)

1

1 o
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Informed Criticism

Opinions about the desirability of arty independent review of major
evaluations and of secondary analysis are not uniform. At least some
agency staff reckon that a routine process will generate more heat than
light. Assuring competent criticism in this arenis likely to be as difficult
as it is in medicine, economics, and other fields. Some of that criticism is
bound to be specious, dull witted, and self-interested. High quality in the
design and execution of evaluations offers some protection against
unwarranted criticism; but it is unlikely to be sufficient. Outcome
evaluations are always subject to criticism, especially if the'.program

. does not work. We believe, however, that openness to criticisms must be
given priprity, and that some administrative research on reducing
mindless criticism should be undertaken.

State and Local Lev el

A good many local and state evaluations provide no more than
counts of those served, changes in'test scores, and similar information.
Regular, systerruktic reanalyses of the raw data underlying all of these is
nor warranted. It is more clear that samples of reports ought to be
reviewed and criticized periodically. The main purpose of independent,_
competent criticism is to assure that the quality of evidence used to
inform decisions is recognized. We also expect that this sort of critique
will help'-to improve quality of the exercise, in the long run.

There are a variety of institutional vehicles available to conduct
reviews. States with fairly well-developed evaluation units are a natural
option.' California and Michigan, for instance, have review, validation,
and dissemination systems to try to assure that information about good
programs of all kinds is available to LEAs. Such units may not, however,
be independent of program Offices. Moreover, some field investigation
is warranted to determine- whether ih not evaluation capabilities are
sufficient to generate high-quality critique.

The federal Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) is also a
vehicle for critique samples of evaluations. Its role is now limited to
examining evidence volunteeredSy LEAs and other agencies that
believe they are strong enough to sustain frank criticism, and "so its
mission would have to be expanded. The number of reviewers available
on JEYRP is not sufficient to review even a small additional sample, and
sp it would have to be enlarged.
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Technical /Issistance Centers (TACs) supported under Title I
constitute another option. But their role is confinid to providing advice

'66'0 when asked about Title I programs. It is not clear that TACs can be
regarded as independent reviewers simply because. they may provide
advice on evaluations in the first instance.

The problems of assuring decent review and reanalysis of evaluation
reports is sufficiently, important to warrant further examination by
federal agency management. That examination should address (a)
alternative plans and administrative vehicles forcritique and reanalysis,
(b) alternative sample designs and titne'frame, and (c) design of pilot
tests for review so as to estimate costs And benefits.of a system before it is
emplaced, to`determine if the effort is i eed.

ACCESS TO REPORTS,:'%

Effective mechanisms to assure early release of evaluation reports
, and ready accgss to reports ought to be-Createdi. The origins,,of this
recommendationlie partly in the idea that evaluation reports offered as
a basis,for policy, major executive decisions, and oversight should be
open to competent criticism and should be accessible to a wide variety of
potential users. The recommendation stems 'Rattly from the difficulty
encountered in obtaining reports at the federal level, though at this level

. is faroless difficult than it is at,.other levels of government.
Rapid aceess to reports prior to 1980 was impeded by clearance

processes`lvithin the education division of the Department. That is,
reports. issued by a contractor have been reviewed by the Executive
Secretariat of the Department before release, and those reviews have
resulted in delays in release without notable improvement in the
documents themselves.:

The inclusion of a ause in Department contractsArticle 28
requiring .that permission be sought prior to even discussing' an
evaluation, is more invidious. It prevents some universities from bidding
on evaluations, since the clause runs counter to university standards of
intellective independence. It is possible that this proviso reduces the
quality of reports by impeding 'discussion projects in professional
forum, The mechanical difficulties of identifying and obtaining a
report or a cluster of repeats bearing on a specific evaluation are very
tedious.

la
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The problem of ;issuing rapid access has been re -tified at least in the
sense that the Office of the Depu! Assistant Secret 0.,_for Evaluation
and Management has established a new clearance process. Reports are
to be released aLutomatically after 10 dAys if the sretary-level review
has no modificitio,ns. The memorandum also permits adjoining criti-
cism to the released document by pl'ogram manakers; We believe that
automatic clearance after a specified period is desirable and that the
practice ought to be maintained.

,The practice of requiring,contractors tO.seek permission for discuss-
ing results, in public forums has nu been change$, as faras we know.
Our recommendation is. that no . such requirement be imposed in
contracts.

Distribution of informition , )
I

1
We suggest the creqtion of a department-wide periodical that

i'1 dentifies and abstracts each evaluation report submitted to the
Department and submitted by the Secretary of Education to COngress.
We expect this to ameliorate access problews inside agd outside the
government. At its best, Such a periodical will keep the" public, Congss,
and staff of the Department abreast of what has,been produced 60:
perhaps even of why it was produced. Models for this include the GAO'
Monthly Reports, which summarizes reports issued by the agency.

Responsibility for Distribution

The practice of assigning sole responsibility to the project officer'for
final reports is not entirely effective. Officers vary in their attention to
circulating reparteand submitting them to distribution centers such as
ERIC; they shift agencies, resign from government service, and, .
either wise disappear. So do reports, at leatipat times. l'vlechanisms must
,be developed to avoid reliance on the single officer. The options include

i(a) strengthening internal agincy capability for storage orreports; (p)
. p'assuring-that the list of core recipients.for reports is included in the fe-

, ports themselves, or that such alist is publicly available; (c) requiring
the contractor and the agency to. maintains list of reports (with full
citations) generated, together with the location of the agency that dis-.
seminates it; (d) requiring that the recipient of each evaluation executed
under contract or grant provide reports, abstracts okreports, or both,

,
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after 10-day clearance to ERIC, the National Technical Information
Service.(NT1S). the pertjnent eduCation centers and laboratories, the
Committee on Evaluation and Information Systems (CEIS), the Federal
Education Data Acquisition Council (FEDAC), and congressional staff
and support agencies (especially the CRS and GAO); and (e) distribut-
ing each report routinely to every federal evaluation project officer and
every evaluation contractor.

o.

TRACKING THE USE OF EVALUATIONS

Our attention to thiS topic stems partly from the arguments abota. t
whether evaluations are used. The answer is easy: Some are and some
are not. The more interesting questions concern how they are used, how
often they are used, how to balance their cost against use and how to
encourage use. The last two questions cannot be answered adequately
now, because the hard answers to the "how" and "how often" questions
are 'fragmentary.' and the soft answers are_ rather too dependent on
flawed memory and competing, interests.

The problem of verifying use or nonuse hinges partly'on turnover of
staff, responsible for initiating, conducting, and using evaluations.
COrroborating use of an evaluation through ,independent sources is
difficult and sometimes impossible. Titres of reports often imply nothingt,
about potential or actual 401szsrand reports are misfemembeted Per
forgotten. Incomplete citation is a chronic problem. The followg
recornmendaiions are mundane but critical for inexpensive tracking. At
best, they will eliminate part of the burden placed on respondents
in studies of the use of evaluations.

Deter Specification in Reports and Regulations

Congressional reports, Agency annual reports, regulations, and the
like are often imprudent or at least sloppy in failing to specify which
exaluations they've used. Yet, such reports can be useful in.tracking use
of evaluations and in improvingthem. References to eyaluations should
then include author, title of the report, data'of issuance, and sponsoring
agency. If congressional or agency staff themselves cannot supply full
seferences,"then merely hiring an inexpensive, bright graduate student to
build a specific refererice list for etich report of the half-dozen or sa
congressional committees most pertinent to etluiational evaluation

0
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would suffice, so long as access to the list and dissemination o. f the list '
were assured.

The recommendation applies to both congressional committee
reports and to maior agency documents such .as the Department's'
Annual Evaluation Report andpolic-y statements: CBO document are
somewhat more conscientious, and GAO documents. normally carry at

''. ,least part of the infor tion suggested. This recommendation alsoa

1 applies.to proposed and n4I regulations issued in the Federal Register,
since evaluations do, result in regulation changes but- are rarely
recognized completely in the prose describing changes. An illustration
of exemplary practice is the modification of regulationson day care in .,
1980. -

The practice of recognizing evaluations explicitly wlidn they have
been useful in deliberations of Congress and at the executive level, is
admirable. Identifying what is useful Aides the agencies in the long run
(if not the short ran);rewards those who.pefform well, and exhibits some
integrity to an occasionally cynical audience. The practice of recogniz-.
ing .good evaluations that are used is not uniform; however. The
sponsoring agency? is not given credit, due to time and resource
constraints. That problem is serious enough to discourage some staff, if
not to demoralize them.- It would be helpful if more conscientious
attention wereigiven to recognizingfseful evaluations and to iecogniz- '

ing useless evaluatiOni in committee reports,and the like.

impraing the Department's AnnuaEvaluation.Report

The Annual Evaluation Report enumerates uses, of evaluations coma
pleted by the Departinent. it is irortant, and there are some ways to make
it more useful. (I) The report on use should provide specifiocitation of ,

each evaluation report, its author, title, date of issue, and iksuing agency. /

Otherwise, it's impossible for the reader to verify that a report has been -
issued, glitch less that,it has been used. (2) The Deport on use should
provide specific citation of hearings or congressional repo: s in which an ,

evaluation teflon is mentioned or used, and specific ditittion of
regulations that are said to have been changed on the basis of evaluation _

results. it should cite regulations tilt are proposed or created as a result
oF the evaluation. Otherwise, verifying claith-s, of use is difficult or
impossible. (3) The contributors to the section on use of evaluations
should be acknowledged to permit verification and 'corroboration. (4)
The Annual, Evaluation Report's perspective on use ought to be

.
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reexamined to identify flaws in indicators of use, such as citations of
hearingsand the possible biases in them. Ignoring agencies apart from
Congress Makes it likely that use of evaluation results is understated:
Very littleinformation on management uses, apart from regulations, is
provided. (5) Evaluations for which 't is difficult' to find verifiable
eVidence of their use should be identifi d. Evaluations that are virtually
useless two years after production s uld be identified explicitly. The
issue that. ought to be addressed in fut re examination of uses is, Would
reporting other than annually make sense?

fx,

Identifyingthe Recipients of Reports

Major evaluation reports should include a list of the individuals,
Committees, and agencies to whom the report was sent. This will
facilitale tracking the use or nonuse of reports and our understanding of
misdirected 'effort. The practice of appending reader lists to reports is
current at the Office of Naval Research. The practice.appears to be
feasible for at least major evaluation reptitts. Where enumeration' of
members of the audience is not feasible, then the lists used internally as a
basis for distribution of reports ought to,be accessible.

N. Inching Management. Changes

Very little systematic, publicly available evidence is available on the
managerial uses of evaluation. Moreover, there is no general mechanism
for regularly folloiving up on whetherkproblems identified in an
evaluation have been or can be rectified. Follow-up "does occur
-episodically; through questions addressed to managers at comiiiittee
hearings for instance. But we have been unable to identify any speial,
orderly ecordlkeeping oh the matter. We recommend that a -simple
examination.of alternative mechanisms be undertaken to determine if a
cheap followzup system can be develop* and to determine how such
Mechanisms can be field tested.

Ca' and State

We have not investigated state" uses of 'evaluations sufficiently to
make recommendations on tracking mechanisms at that level. However,

'two features of sow local and state efforts are worthconsidering by

2
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/
both federal and stateiagencies. Some states, such as Massachusetts ands ,

Michigan; require that in local reports to the state the various usages of
evaluations be reported regularly. Those reports are, in principle, a
vehicle for tracking use and;pccasionally, synthesis. It is possible that a
few states have 'developed espeeially 'efficient ways to accomplish this
task. If 5o, the procedures pught to be made available td.ot her state and
federal agencies. The alternative7to regular reporting is asPecial survey
undertaken to obtain periodically a better picture of useithan one could
'obtain in' reports. At least one stateCaliforniahas tried this option,
and the results were informative{

I

STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES *
its'

Current. guidelines,can;:be exploited in designing evaluations and in
making crude judgments about quality, of an evaluation report;
however, they are not eqully reirant to all types of evaluation, and*
they are not appropriate far inclusion in law or regulation: They slibUld
be recogriiitd in °policy statements, internal guidelines, and oiher
flexibledirfetivak

Guidelines have been Aeveloped by the GAO: the Evaluation
ftesearch Society, and the independent Joint Committee on Standards
for Educational Program Evaluation. Standards are Fmbodied in
manuals used by the federal Joint Dissemination Review Panel in
assessing educational worth'of, new programs.

,'There is substantial overlap in topical. coverage of all of these.
Moreover, the topical coverage. overlaps with standards used in
choosing designs for major national evaluations and grants for evalua-

. tive work supported by N1E and the Departmentof Xducation.
The guidelines are very 'general, as any set of guidelines on

completeness and quality of evidence must be, given the variety of forms
that evaluation may take. It iSsensible, for instance, to expect that an
evaluation that purports to estimate a program's effects on children
covers pertinent _topics: evaluation design, source and quality of
information, competing explanations, and so on. These elements are
part of most good guidelines, but they are no substitute for (raininga-M

.
judgment. z

T,he main justification for recommending that guidelines be recog-
nized is that we believe they can be useful in clarifying what is meant by

iquality of evaluation and in' informing the public about what can
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% 1,encrally be expected evaluatiOn. Guidelines so be of sotrie.
assistance. 411 protecting the competent evaluat. Jrn gratuitous

'criticism and in identifying inept evaluation.° They can'be useful in
reviewing proposalsamade by LVA, s for programs fhit require special
evaluation, smell as bilingual education.

0

NatiOnal Level

We recommend that guidelines be formally recognized as such by
agency executives -and bY, congressional committee staff: They4have
already been recognized by evaluationstaffers within the education ,

, agencies' and the GAO; Indeed, agency' staffers -Contributed to
their ddelOpment. By recognitiOn we, mean formally acknowledging
their existence, assuring that pertinent staftlknow about them, and
testing flit guidelines in the fieldat would not'be difficult to incorporate
shortl.reviews of guidelines into,: training -programs and seminars on
aliluatiOn run by the CRS, the GAO, °yin Federal Executive
-Institute.

.c

State and Local Levt.el

11 is reasonable to -assure, that. S,.EAs and LEAs Wow about die
guidelines, to make guidelines available, and to c*-:tx. -age tests of
guidelines at the lOcal le. Guidelides can, for a. ':e, be cited
in requests for pxopositisSRF138) and grant material, ,....itoout deTand-
ing that they be folloWed.,They may be made available through special-
purpose infOftnation clearinghouies, such.as ERIC, or through cod,
Merlotti publishers,

It is,reasonable to encourage their ,use, but not-to require it, in the
interests of fostering b-etter quality evaluations and protecting compe-
tence. That encouragement can be given through federal and state,
agency offices that disburse fundi for .innovative programs. -

Responsibility for advising the public, administrators, school boards,
and so on currently rests with eValuation staff al local and state levels. It.
is not unreasonable to urge that they -make guidelines available to these
audiences for evaluation results:The guidelines are pertinent, however,
to Otc,minority of LEAs, namely,/the ones .that do more than simple
monitoring. . / .
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Field" Tests
. ,

We do not recommend incorporating-guidelines_intolaw,..or_kegula-
tion. Only some aspects of guide,kines have been field fested; and
regardless of how reasonable they aSpear to be in principle, their costs
and benefits need to be better established before. they are generally
required-. It is also sensible to determine their susceptibility to incompe-s.

'tent interpretation,misinterpretation, and corruption. Finally, guide-
° lines will change a bit as the state Of tlaj art in evaluation deirelops.
'Formal tests,may help to avoid a prmaturely rigid postureor'swhat
constitutes quality.

Caveats .

Contemporary. guidelines cannot be 'simply 'applied to evaluation
reports produced. by LEAs in response to federal or state reporting
requirements. In the firt pine, repdrts diffeappreciably in cohrtnt,
depending on audience. /Reports made to Parent Advisory*Cortimittees
in TitliF I programs, for instance, contain information that differs in

.`depth and in kin'd.from information providedto states. Second, federal/
requirerrients are minimal. Any review .of what is . produced to fill
requirements is likely to be a useful target for guidelines, simply because
reports are more useful at local and regional levels.

ESTINTING.ITHE EffECT OF PrCRAMS., ;
"

Tha general.sexpectation that all local, itateland federal education \
,o agencies will produce Clear evidence on the effects of programs should ;

be abandoned. The emphasis should be placed on finding better
'variations on programs and effective program co mpOnehts in LEAs and
SEAs that have the resources to plan fair field tests, and on well-
designed tests run by the federr.d government.

Measuring growth. of*children in intellectual achievement, personal
development, and other areas is often warranted. However, the practice
of irttributing growth to a program on the basis of these data alpne is not.
warranted, simply because there are so many competing explanations
for growth or any change. Local and state eyaluations rarely fecognize
competing explanations.

/

e

.
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The ,demapci for information about how much a prograni affects
children must recognize that clearly interpretable estimates of this
depend oW evaluation designs that accommodate competing explana-__
tions. Those designs arenot,always feasible in local settings. Technical
assistance is no substitute for resources, for localinterestIn estimating
effects, or for those designs. Moreover, estimating effects at the local
level Often has lower priority thari providing services that children and
their parents believe are effective.

The-demand for estimate's of effect on children induces i'kind df
benign hypocrisy among some staffers, administrators,' and, local
contractors i;esponsible for programs and evaluations-. An increase in
test scores is treated as evidence that.t he program "works," for instance.
The conscientious -members of each 'ealy will admit that other
explanationsnormal'-growtly, for instance are possible.. They also
admit ,(and. we agree) that separating oet the_influence of the program
°frotD otter influences is not possible withbut a.great deal of managerial,
legal, and technical effort, and itmay.be iniaossible despite thOse efforts.
The:admission appears rarely in ettluatio,n reports on Title I programs;
vocational eau-cation, and bilingual-education.

Judgins from our site visits,-some LEAs and SEAs are interested in
testing .cheaper ,varieties. of programs, prograin components,, and

. piogram variations, and some of-these are capable of doing this Well. It
is sensible to apitaliZe on'that interest, if the,ev'aluations of these are
well designed. To the extent possible, contracts for doing so ought to be
made available. Funds have been available through Titic.1V-C and some
N1E programs. They'can Wad to better understanding of what works,'
what works inexpensively,.and to the dipernination of the programs to
interested local agencies. The efforvflay have to be augMented wit
assistance from universities, private contractors, technical assistance "
centeri, or others: These are' not-substitutes for in-house staff and for
strong..administratiiie support of fair. jests from administrators arid
oversight, groups. '

The ational interest in understanding effects of new programs, as
well as the quality of delivery, needs to be recognized and reiterated. The
conduct of -pilot tests of new programs should be supported when ,

feasible and appropriate. Tills recommendatilp stems partly from the
progress made over the past ten years in mounting field tests of nev;
prograirts,. program variations, and program components. There have
beenimperfections and failures in these tests to be sure:I-he execution of

4.
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good outcome studies is exceedingly difficult. These problerhs should
not,be regarded as excuses to avoid the virtue of andersfanding effects.
The public interest in evidence of this kind (in education or in other
areas, such as medicine and economics) has not been consistent. Planned
tests are always_vu1nefable on this account, as well as on account of their

. youth. It
The questions about how moneyais spent and to whorh services are

delivered (so-called process evaluation or implementation studies) are
also important. Judging by recent work, the emphasis on this iuforma-
film has been understated. There must be some stress, however, on
obtaining more than body counts, to supply more than nominal
statements of where dollars go and who receives the services. The
character of services is often poorly understood. Any such investigation
will,not help one understand whether more notable effects are produ5ed
by certain services than by cheap cotripetitors or by no service at all,
of course.

ENCOURAGING INTEGRITY
if4

Evaluation often engenders concern among those whose program is
evaluated. This, in turn, can provoke institutional pressure to find nice
results if the evaluator is under the supervision of the:prolgram manager.
Consequently, maintaining integrity can be difficult. The following list'
of options wai., developed to understand hoW one might facilttate
integrity in the" face of such preksure at federal, state, and local levels.

Posture at the Policy, Managementould Oversight
Levels'of Government

There is some argument for the view that adMinistrators (*new and
innovative projects should, not be judged s'olely on the basis of the
outcome of the program:for which they. are responsible. Many
educational projects are high-risk ventures, and their failure is often, if
not always, beyond the control of any individual or institution. It is

important to understand why we -fail...Program Managers and their
staffs, then; should be judged at least partly on the quality of evidence
bearing on a program, regardless of whether one finds that the program
itself is a success. To be effectiVe, that view would have to prevail at':
national, state, and local levels.
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Design of Eva lugtions of New Programs '

It is sometimes possible to accommodate fear of evaluation through
design' of evaluations. One of several simple ways of doing so is not to

. evaluate program A by con JLartgi pro.gram at all. "No program
at all"'is often not a politically viable option if A fails. Rather, one ought
to compare variation A of the program to variation B, where each
variation has ideniical.objeclives;but differences in cost, appioach,7or.
other Characteristics. The diffictilty with tliis option is that we often lack
the imagination or resources to invent B; and of course, it provides' no
information on the effects of A reidtiyssto no program at all.

Exterral Review

One way to assure that incompetent evaluations and competent
evaluations arc prc,nerly labeled as such is to subject completed
evaluations to external review. This tactic is consistent with the aims of
the education agencies, the G,A0, and other agencies with an interest in
quality and standards of ev:dence. It is consistent with the recent trend
toward secondary analysis of program evaluation data, conducted by
independent academic institutions. The latter option 'has been used. by,
.among others, the former U.S. Office of Educatidn, the NlE, the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration, and, other agencies in the
United States. A variant on the tactic has been tried by individual t --
researchers in Pakistan in reviewing 'evaluations 'Sponsored by the
government. This option cannot assure directly that evaluations done
with integrity will be rewarded. Gratuitous criticism is common. It
should make it more likely, however, that poor eyaluafions are

. .recognized as such and are not rewarded.

Joint Dissemination and Review`Approaches

Consider a review board that has clearly defined standards for
examining the quality of evaluations, and which examines quality upon
request from the program manager. A main objective of this panel or
board is to officially verify the quality of the evidence and to declare that
the program (if effective) deserves to be disseminated. Further, such a
seal of approval can become a device for obtaining more money for
similar projects from an agency. Both official recognition and the
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opportnnity to apply for dissemination funds are appreciated, we
believe, by competent evaluators and program developers.

Such a system has been operating with some success within OE and
The JDRP reviews educational products, basing review on

evidence that conforms to articulated standards. Approval makes them
eligible for money earmarked for expansion, dissemination, and other
purposes.

Explicit Policy on Independence if Evaluation

There is no substitute at the national, state, or local level for policy on
relative independence of the evaluator. Such policy can assure bureau-
cratic independence, notably eliminating clearance requirements for

conversation or disclosure of reports to any group. It may involve
administrative independence, notably by assuring that the evaluator
report to an individual other than the program manager. It may involve
fiscal independence, notably by assuring that funds ea arked for
evaluatiOn are :channeied t 1 rough the evaluation unit, by sett g salaries
for the unit independent .salaries for program operating unit , d by '
other mettnids. It may involve political independence; for example,
through the bipartilan,approval of director of evaluation in the same
spirit as appointmesnts are approved for Inspector General and Comp-
troller General at the national evel of government.

EVALUATOR

. The primary reasons for sugge ng that demands for evaluation be
preceded by "capabilities assessment,' articularly aLthe state and local

atVdiscussed below. -
First, identifying who is and who Is hot an evaluator (riot to mention

ray appropriate 'comktency level) is often difficult. Depending on the
program and the, assigned tasks, program staff, evaluation unit staff,
outside contractors, or graduate students may have ltyaluatio n responsi-
bility. Sesiind, because the field is less than fifteen year old, few
institutions offer-formal certification in the Area. There islonsiderable
debate about training, and graduate curricula vary in emphasis across
institutions.

More important, the skills and talents required of evalua ors in
LEAs and SEAs differ, depending on evaluation activity. Vvh eval-
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uation involves simply meeting minimal reporting requirements, the
skills demanded do not -require advanced graduate training, but some
technical common sense is essential. When evaluation activities go
beyond the minimum reporting requirements, the level and sophistica-
tion of required skills Multiply quickly. These two types of activities and
their capabliiiTdemands should receive separate consideration InTaw,
regulation, and evaluation policy.

By capabilities assessment we mean systematic attempt to describe
the kinds of skills that are required for each kind of task. For national
demands for evaluative information, this may involve intensive field

. researchtask analysesof good performers. It need not be elaborate,
however. Observing what people do is better, but more expensive of
course, than merely asking them what they do.

Meeting Federal Evaluation
Reporting Requirements

It cannot be expected tlit all state and local education agencies have
the capabilities necessary to adequately comply with federal evaluation
reporting requirements. Often, program staff .in these agencies
individuals with responsibilities other than evaluationassume respon-
sibility for reporting activities. These persons were not necessarily hired
for their evaluation expertise. Consequently, technical assistance in
evaluation should be provided so that agencies can itdequately fulfill
federal evaluation reporting requirements. It might be provided in a
variety of ways: (1) At the minimum, the sponsoring agency should have
direct access to evaluation unit staff with explicit responsibility for
training in evaluation-. These individuals can 'develop appropriate
guidelines for evaluation, arrange evaluation workshops fqr individuals
who must complete these requirements, and select the proper strategy
for providing technical assistance. Federal program agencies without
these resources should consider creating specific job positions in
evaluation. (2) Adequate resources can be channeled to SEAs that
administer these federal grant programs to permit them° provide easily
accessible and expert technical assistance in evaluation. (3) Federally
supported technical assistance centers, such as those existing for Title I
evaluation, can be established to assist states and local education
agencies in meeting federal reporting requkremetits. One approach is to
expand services of the Title 1 TACs to provide evaluation assistance for
other federal *grams.
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Technical assistance involves instruction and guidance in the actual
conduct of evaluation; i.e., selection of program participants, use of
tests, and completion of federal reporting, forms. It also involves
assistance in deciding who will evaluate. For example, districts that have
capable evaluation units should be encouraged to use the services of the
unit orall-program evaluation ne-RIK-S-mall districts that-do-not-have--
the resources to form their own research and evaluation unit may be
instructed in other options, e.g., the formation of a consortium to hire
competent evaluation staff who serve more than one district. Regional
assistance centers can be Tleveloped or augmented in order to better
provide technical assistance in evaluation. When outside contractors are
employed, guidelines must be developed so that program staff and
district selection boards can choose the most competent individuals, be
sensitive to the types of skills required, and be aware of their rights in
contractual arrangements. State guidelines of this kind are rare.

Going Beyond Federal Evaluation
Reporting Requirements

Some districts 'and states often attempt to go beyond federal
reporting requirements. If competently executed, these evaluations can
improvethe quality of information submitted to federal agencies,
Congress, and to such other audiences as Parent Advisory Councils and
school boards. We believe that providing more opportunities to those
LEAs and SEAs with interest and capabilities in evaluation is war-

\ ranted. At the state level this can be accomplished through existing
mechanisms, such as the monies targeted for improving state capabili-
ties and state refinement grants for Title 1-evaluation supported by
Section 183(c). These funding mechanisms should be supported. Dis-
seminatiott of demonstrated improvements in evaluation practices
developed by SEAs through contracts shoUld be promOted.

The improvement of Ideal education agency capabilities deserves
more attention than it has received in terms of discretionary evaluation
activities. While some of this cast be accomplished through an expanded
SEA rdie, other methods can be more specifically targeted at LEAs and
supported directly from the federal government. One option is to
expand the prograw of direct grants or contracts to LEAs for
evaluation-related activities. This should allow LEAs to' apply for and
receive funds to engage in additional evaluation activities ffr federal
programs or in research on ways td improve evaluation methods. A
second option is to make available grants to LEAs/ SEAs to foster
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university LEA relationships. This might include funding for training
programs jointly sponsored by academic institutions and LEAs/SEAs.
This would not only provide training for agency personnel but would
also improve the quality of evaluation programs in uniyersities by
allowing students to participate in actual evaluatias. ,irn addition.
university-conducted workshops could be supported as an avenue of
continuing educarrow.furethication agency-personnehT-here may-also----
be an opportunity to award matching monies for SEA/ LEA investment
itykich arrangements as "an endowed chair," whereby university faculty
OWftpend a period of time in these agencies conducting evaluations and
designing procedures that will remain after their departure.

NOTES

I. .1 he full report has been issued as R. F. Boruch and D.S. Cordray (eds.). An
appraisal of educational program evaluations: Federal. State, and local agencies. Report
to the Congress. Psychology Department, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois,
1980. It is available through the ERIC system, from the Office of Evaluation at the U.S.
Department of Education, and the U.S. Government PrintingOffice(Document Number

'1980 0-721-636/236). This article is a revision of Chapter 7 of the report. Revisions were
based on reactions to presentations of this material (after the report was submitted) at the
annual meeting of the Evaltiation Research Society, the Northern Illinois Association for
Research and Evaluation, the State of Illinois Department of Education, the CRS, the
GAO, and elsewhere. The revisions are important, but they'd() not represent major devia-
tions from the original text. e

2. For brevity's sake, we omit references in this paper. See the full report for
references. For a literature review, ,4'e refer you to R. F. Boruch and P. M. Wormian. '

Implications of educatiimal evaluation for evaluation policy. Review of Releareh. in
Education, 1979, 7,109-363.
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